Abstract

Package management is the task of determining which packages should be installed on a host and then downloading and installing those packages. This paper examines the popular package managers APT and YUM and presents nine feasible attacks on them. There are attacks that install malicious packages, deny users package updates, or cause the host to crash. This work identifies three rules of package management security: don’t trust the repository, the trusted entity with the most information should be the one who signs, and don’t install untrusted packages. The violation of these rules leads to the described vulnerabilities. Unfortunately, many of the flaws are architectural in nature, so repair requires more than patches to APT and YUM.

While the rules of package management security argue that the design of existing package managers is insufficient, they do not prescribe how to provide security. This led to the development of three design principles for building a secure package manager: selective trust delegation, customized repository views, and explicitly treating the repository as untrusted. These principles were used to construct a package manager Stork which is not vulnerable to the attacks identified for YUM and APT. Stork has been in use for four years and has managed over half a million clients.

1 Introduction

Package managers are a popular way to distribute software (bundled into archives called packages) for modern operating systems [4, 11, 37]. Package managers provide a privileged, central mechanism for the management of software on a computer system. As many packages are installed in the root context of the operating system, package management security is essential to the overall security of the computer system.

This paper evaluates the security of the popular package managers YUM [47] and APT [2]. This work describes a set of possible attacks and discusses their feasibility given the resources the attacker requires to be able to launch the attack.

One reason for the vulnerability to attack is that there are inherent problems with how cryptographic signatures are handled. Signatures in existing package formats require the package to be downloaded before it can be verified. As a result, package metadata (information about the package used to determine what is installed) is not verified using the package signature. Trusting package signatures is typically a very coarse-grained operation where a developer’s key is either trusted or not, leading to escalation of privilege attacks. If a developer’s key is compromised, then key revocation is not handled well by APT and YUM, leading to an inability to mitigate damage caused by the compromised key.

In addition, there are implicit trust assumptions that APT and YUM make when interacting with the repository. Unfortunately, many of these assumptions allow an attacker to be trusted if they can intercept and alter traffic to and from the repository.

This leads to vulnerabilities that can be exploited to perform escalation of privilege attacks, prevent clients from getting security updates, and exhaust resources on clients (commonly causing mail delivery to
stop, databases to be corrupted, and logging to fail). Unfortunately, fixing many of these problems requires fundamental changes in the security architectures of APT and YUM.

This work identifies three rules that are violated by APT and YUM which result in security vulnerabilities.

**Don’t trust the repository.** There are two components to this rule. First, verify that the communication with the repository correctly follows the protocol. Second, verify that the data returned from the repository is correct and current.

The trusted entity with the most information should be the one who signs. Packages (and metadata) should be signed by the entity with the most knowledge of the data. This specifically argues against a party signing something simply because another party has signed it — a popular practice in many distributions today [11]. This also implies that package metadata should be signed by developers instead of repositories (since the repository has no idea if the package metadata is correct).

**Don’t install untrusted packages.** There must be a secure method for deciding what packages should be installed as well as verifying that the obtained packages are correctly signed. Selectivity is important for both of these — an authority should only be trusted for a particular set of packages. This rule also implies that users must get what they intend and should not be able to be presented with out of date or alternative packages they do not want. Packages signed by keys known to be compromised must not be installed.

The three rules of package management security describe what should not be allowed in order to retain security. However, they do not describe how the necessary security mechanisms should be provided. To that end, three design principles for security in package management were developed for the construction of Stork. These principles are selective trust delegation, customized repository views, and explicitly treating the repository as untrusted.

Using selective trust delegation, users can trust another user (such as a developer) to know the validity of a limited subset of packages. In addition, selective trust delegation can be used to prevent exposing project keys to individual developers. It also provides a natural mechanism for key revocation. Having customized repository views means that each user “sees” a different repository, which is actually an amalgamation of their trusted packages on all repositories they are using. Customized repository views prevent malicious repositories or user-uploaded packages from compromising the security of users. If the repository is treated as an untrusted entity, then even a root and private key compromise of a package repository does not compromise the security of users.

This paper presents the design of a package manager Stork that follows these design principles. Stork also obeys the rules of package management security and is not vulnerable to the attacks on YUM and APT. Stork has been in use for 4 years and has managed over half a million clients.

This work makes several contributions:

- Nine attacks on APT and YUM are identified. These reason the attacks are effective is traced back to violations of three rules of security in package management.

- Package managers that ignore these rules are vulnerable to the nine attacks described in Section 3. The feasibility (Section 3.1) and effects (Section 3.2) of attacks that exploit these vulnerabilities, the rules violated that lead to the flaws (Section 3.3), and the potential for repairing YUM and APT (Section 3.4) are described.

- While some of the attacks may be mitigated by straightforward repairs to APT and YUM, other attacks are not preventable because the security architectures of APT and YUM are fundamentally broken. To identify how to build a security architecture with the functionality needed to retain security, three principles for package management security are described (Section 4).
These principles are followed in the design of a secure package manager Stork. The architecture of Stork is described in Section 5.1. A discussion which describes how Stork mitigates the effectiveness of the previously discussed vulnerabilities follows in Section 5.2.

2 Background

This section provides background information about package managers which is important in order to better understand potential vulnerabilities. Most package managers can be split into two basic components: a package installer and a dependency resolver. A package installer is a low-level component that uses special files (called packages) to manage the software installed on a node. A dependency resolver is a high-level component that handles communication with external servers that host packages (called package repositories) as well as dependency resolution.

Before individual package managers are looked at in detail, this section also provides some statistics on which package managers are popular. Popularity is important because the more popular software is, the more systems will be compromised if a vulnerability exists.

According to DistroWatch [13] and Netcraft [29], distributions that use the DEB and RPM file formats are overwhelmingly the most popular. As a result, their corresponding package installers DPKG and RPM are also popular. With regard to dependency resolvers, on the desktop APT/APT-RPM (45.2%) is clearly the most popular, with YUM (6.2%), Portage (6.9%), and YaST (10.7%) all having significant market share [13]. For servers, YUM (52%) is the clear leader with APT (25%) also having strong market share [29]. Since APT/DPKG and YUM/RPM are the most popular package managers, their security is the most important. As a result this paper focuses on APT/DPKG and YUM/RPM.

2.1 Package Formats

Packages consist of an archive containing files and, in the case of RPM and DEB, additional metadata. For a given package, the additional metadata contains information about the other packages it needs to be able to operate (the dependencies), functionality the package possesses (what the package provides), and various other information about the package itself.

In the RPM format there is space for one signature. DEB packages have no standard field for signatures (and DEB files are not usually signed) but extensions exists to support signatures [12, 15].

2.2 Package Installers

The package installer is normally tied to a specific package format. The role of the package installer is to unpack the files from the package to the appropriate location, track installed packages, and remove or update packages. The package installer keeps a database that indicates which packages are installed. Most package installers also provide a signature verification mechanism to detect package tampering or corruption. There is typically only one package installer per computer system and it is normally standardized for the distribution.

RPM [34] is both the name for a package installer and the format of the package files that the package installer uses. The package installer is command line driven and is “capable of installing, uninstalling, verifying, querying, and updating computer software packages” [34]. While RPM is sometimes used standalone, it is common to run a dependency resolver like APT-RPM or YUM on top of RPM.

DEB packages are used by a package installer called DPKG [14]. DPKG performs similar actions as the RPM package installer, allowing the installation, uninstallation, and querying of computer software packages. There are subtle differences between DPKG and RPM [31], but they are interesting primarily from a functionality and ease of use standpoint rather than a security standpoint.
2.3 Dependency Resolvers

The dependency resolver gathers information about packages available on package repositories. Almost all dependency resolvers automatically download requested packages as well as any additional packages that are needed to correctly install the software (hence the name “dependency resolver”). For example, a requested package `foo` may depend on `libc` and `bar`. If `libc` is already installed, then `libc` is a dependency that has been resolved (so no package needs to be added for this dependency). If there is no installed package that provides `bar`, then `bar` is an unresolved dependency and a package that provides `bar` must be installed before `foo` may be installed. The dependency resolver may be able to locate a package that provides `bar` on a repository. Note that this does not need to be a package with the name `bar`. A package may provide virtual dependencies of another name. This is useful if a package needs a program that provides some functionality but it doesn’t matter what the program is (such as an email client or web browser).

The packages that are chosen to fulfill dependencies may have unresolved dependencies of their own. Packages are continually added to the list of packages to be installed until either the package manager cannot resolve a dependency (and produces an error) or all dependencies are resolved.

One popular dependency resolver is APT. APT is a dependency resolver originally created to use the package installer DPKG in Debian. However, APT has also been ported to use other package installers, including RPM [3] (where it is named APT-RPM). APT automates the retrieval, configuration, and installation of software by resolving dependencies and handles communication with repositories. To address security concerns with APT (particularly with signatures), the secure-APT project [36] was created. Recent versions of APT use the changes added for secure-APT. This work focuses on the newer versions of APT with the secure-APT changes and ignores older versions since they are known to be insecure.

Another popular dependency resolver is YUM [47]. YUM is used to install and remove packages on systems with RPM package installers. YUM performs automatic dependency resolution and repository communication.

YUM and APT both have auto-update mechanisms available for them. When enabled, these auto-update mechanisms will upgrade older versions of installed packages with newer versions of the packages as they become available, typically within 1 day of the new packages being added.

2.4 Package Repository

Package repositories are usually just web servers used to provide packages and package metadata. The package metadata is the metadata in the package format which is extracted and stored separately. Often the metadata for all packages is put into a single tarball.

Package repositories store packages, package metadata, and the root metadata file. The root metadata file is called different things in APT (Release) and YUM (repomd.xml) but the contents are similar. The root metadata provides the location and secure hashes of the tarballs that contain the package metadata.

It is common for repositories to consist of multiple servers that host the same data. These additional servers are called mirrors and are used to offload traffic from the main repository. They typically contain the exact same content as the main repository and are updated via rsync or a similar tool.

2.5 Security Philosophy

APT and YUM use different techniques to provide security. APT focuses on securing the repository metadata rather than signing packages. An APT repository optionally provides a signature for the Release file
### Table of Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slow Retrieval</td>
<td>An attacker slows repository communication so that package managers will “hang” and will not error out or contact other repositories to retrieve package updates.</td>
<td>Repository</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endless Data</td>
<td>A malicious repository (or MITM) returns an endless stream of data in response to any file request.</td>
<td>Repository</td>
<td>DoS / Crash</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay Old Metadata</td>
<td>An attacker provides old metadata that is correctly signed (perhaps to prevent new packages from being considered).</td>
<td>Repository</td>
<td>Outdated Package</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic Dependency</td>
<td>An attacker changes the metadata for a package to indicate it depends on a package or packages of the attacker’s choice.</td>
<td>Metadata Key</td>
<td>Any Signed Package</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depend on Everything</td>
<td>An attacker changes the metadata for a package to indicate it depends on everything.</td>
<td>Metadata Key</td>
<td>DoS / Crash</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsatisfiable Dependencies</td>
<td>An attacker causes a package manager to ignore valid packages because forged metadata indicates unsatisfiable dependencies.</td>
<td>Metadata Key</td>
<td>DoS / Outdated Package</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides Everything</td>
<td>An attacker changes the metadata for a package to indicate it provides any dependency the user requests.</td>
<td>Metadata Key</td>
<td>Any Signed Package</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Revoked Keys</td>
<td>An attacker uses a revoked key to get users to install packages.</td>
<td>Revoked Key</td>
<td>Arbitrary Package</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escalation of Privilege</td>
<td>An attacker compromises a key trusted for signing a specific group of packages and then gets users to accept signed malicious versions of other packages.</td>
<td>Package Key</td>
<td>Arbitrary Package</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1**: This figure lists attacks, the requirements of the attacker, the result of a successful attack, and which security rule the developer violated. Revoked key attacks can work for either repository root metadata keys or package signing keys. The security rules are numbered (1) Don’t trust the repository (2) The trusted entity with the most information should be the one who signs (3) Don’t install untrusted packages. Package metadata implies the ability to change the package metadata the user receives when polling a repository.

(root metadata) in a file called Release.gpg. This allows APT to verify that the Release file is signed by the repository key and therefore came from the repository. The Release file contains the secure hashes of the package metadata on the repository. The package metadata contains secure hashes of the packages themselves.

Instead of signing the repository metadata, YUM uses signatures on packages to provide security. A YUM distribution maintainer signs all of the packages on the repository. YUM verifies package signatures after downloading packages.

In order to verify the identity of the repository, YUM uses HTTPS in Red Hat Enterprise Linux. Other distributions that use APT and YUM do not support HTTPS on their publicly available mirrors.

### 3 Vulnerabilities

This section introduces nine attacks that APT and YUM are vulnerable to. A summary of all of the attacks that will be discussed, the attacker’s requirements to launch the attack, the result of the attack, and the rule for package management security that the package manager violated is listed in Figure 1.

There are four questions this section tries to answer:

1. Is it possible for attackers to obtain the necessary requirements to launch these attacks? (Section 3.1)
2. Do these attacks work on APT and YUM? (Section 3.2)
3. How could these attacks have been prevented? (Section 3.3)
4. What can be done to fix APT and YUM? (Section 3.4)
3.1 Avenues of Attack

This section examines the attacker’s requirements to launch attacks on APT and YUM. There are three tiers of vulnerability that allow increasingly damaging attacks. The first tier is that the attacker must be able to impersonate a repository to launch a basic attack (Section 3.1.1). Once the attacker is able to impersonate a repository, the second tier is to be able to sign metadata, allowing more severe attacks (Section 3.1.2). If an attacker is able to impersonate a repository and sign metadata, then the third tier is to be able to sign packages, allowing the most severe attacks (Section 3.1.3).

Alternatively, instead of compromising the repository and signing keys, an attacker could simply compromise a developer key, allowing the attacker to launch attacks through the normal package update mechanisms in the repository (Section 3.1.4). The feasibility of obtaining the requirements to launch these attacks is now described.

3.1.1 Impersonate a Repository

The attacks against package managers require an attacker to have the ability to provide traffic on behalf of a repository. There are three ways this can be done: man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, control of a repository, or control of a mirror.

In MITM attacks, the attacker intercepts traffic between two communicating users and provides their own data instead. These attacks are relatively simple to launch [20, 46] and there are toolkits available that automate the process [16, 40]. When an insecure protocol such as HTTP is used, a MITM attacker is equivalent to an attacker who can control a repository through direct compromise. Using a secure protocol such as HTTPS can prevent MITM attackers from masquerading as a repository, however with the exception of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, HTTPS is not widely used.

A repository is typically very similar to a web server and attacks that compromise web servers, such as software exploits, may allow the attacker to modify content on the repository. Social engineering is another potential avenue of attack, allowing an attacker to gain control of a repository by manipulating the human administrators in charge of the repository.

Third-party developers often setup their own repositories to provide software that is not in the core of a distribution. An attacker could exploit this common practice by setting up their own repository purporting to provide third-party software and try to lure users to use it. However, this only effects the subset of users who use this software.

Another avenue of attack is for an attacker to obtain control of a mirror. To evaluate the feasibility of controlling mirrors of popular distributions, YUM and APT mirrors were set up for them. A fictitious company (Lockdown Hosting) with its own domain, website, and fictitious administrator (Jeremy Martin) were created to control the mirrors. A dedicated server was leased through The Planet (www.theplanet.com).

Setting up a public mirror for Debian, CentOS, and Fedora involved acquiring the packages and metadata and then notifying the distribution maintainers that the mirror is online. Debian and CentOS listed the mirror within a few hours, and Fedora listed the mirror in minutes.

With Fedora, a few minutes after the mirror was officially listed, the mirror began receiving requests from Fedora users. We believe this is the result of most Fedora users using MirrorManager [17] to dynamically select mirrors. MirrorManager has clients send requests to a central server that farms them out based upon the client IP, geographic location, country, etc. One interesting thing to note is that mirror administrators can specify an IP address range they want to serve packages to. In fact, targeting a subnet means that users in that subnet will use only that mirror. This allows easy targeting of attacks (to a specific country or organization) and reduces the number of other parties who will consume resources on the mirror.
3.1.2 Metadata Key

While an attacker may be able to impersonate a repository, this may or may not mean that he is able to create forged packages or metadata on the repository. Some repositories use a private key (called a metadata key) to sign the root metadata that is published by the repository. If the repository keeps its metadata key offline or is a mirror of another repository which does all of the signing, a compromise of the repository may not imply a compromise of the key. A MITM who does not also possess the key cannot sign metadata.

In YUM and many APT distributions there is no metadata key to compromise. Any attacker with control of a repository can launch these additional attacks without having to compromise additional keys. If the repository signs metadata and has its key online, then an attacker who has compromised the repository can forge metadata. Similarly, if an attacker controls a third-party repository and lures users into adding the repository key to their keyring, the users become vulnerable.

One item of interest is that since the root metadata and the signature of the metadata are in separate files, they are not downloaded and verified atomically. This means that in some cases the signature and root metadata file will not match (for example, as they are updated) even in the absence of malicious users. These false positives may help to mask attacks.

Note that even when the root metadata is signed, an attacker who does not have the metadata key can still launch package metadata attacks if they can convince the repository to host a maliciously crafted package. This means that developers can trivially launch these attacks.

In cases where the root metadata is unsigned, one may argue that if the packages are signed, then the package metadata is protected from tampering. While YUM does not sign the root metadata, most YUM distributions do sign the packages themselves. One might assume that the package signature is used to verify the package metadata. This is not the case. The repository is trusted to generate accurate metadata that reflects the contents of the package. This metadata is used by the dependency resolver to decide which packages should be downloaded. Thus, the dependency resolver is explicitly trusting the repository to provide accurate information. The only way to be sure that the repository provided accurate metadata is to use the metadata from the downloaded and verified package. This means that, in practice, the package signature is not used to verify the package metadata! As a result, package metadata retrieved from a repository is (at best) only protected by the secure hash in the root metadata (signed using the metadata key in some APT distributions) and not the developer who packaged the software.

3.1.3 Package Key

In addition to keys used to sign the root repository metadata, some YUM distributions sign the packages themselves. If the key used to sign packages is compromised, then an attacker can sign arbitrary packages.

However, it is important to consider what happens when the dependency resolver decides a package that is unsigned or signed by an untrusted key needs to be installed to resolve dependencies. If a user willingly installs unsigned packages, then the result is equivalent to a private key compromise. With YUM, when a user tries to install a package that is signed with a key that is not in their keyring, YUM will return an error if the configuration option `gpgkey` is not set. If `gpgkey` is set, YUM will look for GPG keys at the URLs specified (often on the same repository) and ask the user if they want to install these keys in order to verify the package. So, if an attacker can provide their own key when the user requests a URL listed in `gpgkey`, all they need to be able to do is provide the user a package with a signature the user cannot verify. The user will be prompted to add the attacker’s key to their keyring!

In APT distributions and YUM distributions that do not sign packages, there is no package key to compromise. In this case, repository and metadata key compromises imply the ability to launch any attacks that would otherwise require a package key compromise.
3.1.4 Developer Key

In addition to considering the feasibility of attacks on repositories, it is important to consider how packages are legitimately updated on repositories. If an attacker can introduce malicious content onto a repository through legitimate channels then they can also launch attacks.

To provide an example, the developer’s package update process of Debian is described. To update packages for the popular APT distribution Debian, a developer uploads a package signed by their private key to the package archive. If the signature is valid, corresponds to a key in the list of developers, and the package is correctly formatted, the package file is put into a pool of packages that form the daily update. All of the packages in the daily update have new metadata generated for them. The root metadata file is signed automatically by a single Debian key that all Debian users have in their keyring. The daily update is then pushed to hundreds of mirrors around the world that serve as package repositories.

There are several items of interest with this process. First, the packaging and update process is fully automatic. From the description of security practices on the main Debian site [10], the only thing an attacker needs to do is compromise a developer’s key to be able to upload malicious packages.

Second, any developer can upload an updated version of any package. This means that you are implicitly trusting every Debian developer’s key even if you don’t use the software they maintain. Considering there are more than 2448 keys listed in the Debian developer database, there are a significant number of keys that need to be secure for the distribution to remain secure. Further compounding the problem, there are keys that are as short as 768 bits and as old as 1993!

In addition to trusting developers who work on core distributions, it is important to consider third-party developers. If a user wants to verify third-party software before installation, then they need to add the third-party key to their keyring. Depending on the security measures undertaken by the third-party developers, this private key may be more or less secure than the user’s distribution’s private key. However, it always represents another avenue of attack.

As a recent attack [38] has shown, it is feasible for package repositories to be poisoned with malicious versions of packages. In this attack, an attacker obtained the password for a developer account. The attacker used the account to upload a modified version of the SquirrelMail package containing a flaw that allowed a remote user to execute arbitrary code. Interestingly, if the compromised account had access to the project website, the attacker would have been able to change the MD5 hash listed for the package and the attack may have gone unnoticed.

3.2 Attacks

Now that the feasibility of the attackers gaining the necessary access to launch these attacks is understood, it is important to understand if APT and YUM are vulnerable to attack.

3.2.1 Slow Retrieval

A simple attack is to allow the client to open a connection but then refuse to send data or send at a very slow rate. The attacker keeps the connection open for as long as possible. This prevents the client from installing updates from other repositories. APT and YUM don’t log or print any useful information to help an administrator discover the attack has taken place. Other than “pausing” when it tries to contact a repository, there is no output to indicate the problem.

3.2.2 Endless Data

Another attack is to return an endless stream of data to the client whenever files are requested (an attack described in other work [42]). This attack has an odd effect on YUM and APT. Surprisingly, when YUM
is given a `repomd.xml` file of unlimited size, it exits silently after the filesystem is full with a 1 exit code — leaving the huge file on disk. Since no information is logged or printed about the error, this makes discovering the problem complicated (especially if YUM runs via auto-update).

APT is also vulnerable to this attack, but the size of the retrieved file is assumed to fit in a C unsigned long. This means that APT will willingly download up to 4 GB of data on 32 bit architectures for each file. If APT is compiled on a 64 bit architecture, then it will happily try to download files greater than 18,000,000 TB! Interestingly, APT could protect against this type of attack since the metadata in APT provides the data sizes of the files to be downloaded.

The endless data attack works to prevent clients from getting package updates from other repositories. However, this attack also consumes large amounts of disk space on the client system as well as network bandwidth and CPU. Exhausting resources, especially disk space, on a client machine can have disastrous effects. For example, on Fedora and Ubuntu this prevents logging, corrupts databases, and halts mail delivery.

The effectiveness of this attack can be mitigated by using a separate filesystem for the cache directory used by APT or YUM. However, this attack still prevents updates from other package repositories from being installed.

### 3.2.3 Replay Old Metadata

Some APT repositories sign the root metadata to prevent tampering by an attacker. The signature prevents an attacker who can not sign the root metadata from substituting arbitrary metadata. However, it does not prevent an attacker from replaying old metadata. An attacker may, for example, capture the root metadata from a date when a vulnerable package was released. At some time in the future, well after the package has been patched, the attacker may replay his captured metadata, causing clients who request the package to install the vulnerable version.

In APT, even though the metadata is signed to prevent tampering, there is no protection against replaying old metadata. APT ignores the date listed in the metadata file. It could be older than the previous file, or even have a date in the future, and there is no complaint. In fact, APT overwrites the existing metadata with the files it is downloading. This means that unless the user retains the old metadata file manually, they have no way to check what the previous state of the repository was.

For YUM and APT repositories that do not sign the root metadata, there is no need to replay metadata. An attacker can simply create metadata of their choosing.

### 3.2.4 Extraneous Dependencies

This attack is launched by providing false dependency information for a package the user will install to say that it also depends on another package. For example, an attacker can say that every package depends on some “extraneous” package of their choice.

This attack works on both APT and YUM. Surprisingly, neither APT nor YUM verify that the dependencies in the metadata of the packages they download match the package metadata they retrieve from the repository! The only restriction in the choice of extraneous package is that if package signatures are checked, then the package needs to be correctly signed. Even when signatures are used, this attack can result in new, vulnerable packages being installed.

### 3.2.5 Depends on Everything

Another potential attack involves returning package metadata that makes it look like a requested package has a huge number of package dependencies. In APT and YUM, all of these packages will be downloaded before any signatures are checked.
In addition to consuming disk and network resources on the client, this attack can be used by a malicious repository to launch an attack on other repositories. The malicious repository can advertise a new version of a package that depends on the entire set of core distribution packages and that the malicious repository hosts none of the core distribution packages. Assuming the client is configured to use multiple repositories, it will download all the distribution’s packages from the other repositories.

3.2.6 Unsatisfiable Dependencies

To prevent installation of a package, an attacker can return a list of dependencies which indicate that a package the user is interested in has unresolvable dependencies. This prevents APT and YUM from installing the package, while to the user it appears that the repository or packager was in error, rather than it being a suspected attack. If an extension to YUM is used, YUM will attempt to install an alternate version of a package if the desired version is unavailable. This mechanism may allow an attacker to cause a particular desired (vulnerable) version of a package to be installed.

Note that the attacker need not be able to correctly sign the package of interest. Since packages are not downloaded until after dependency resolution, the client will not download the package (or check the signature).

3.2.7 Provides Everything

Another potential attack involves returning metadata that makes it look like a package resolves a huge number of virtual dependencies. Any time a package is needed to resolve a virtual dependency, this package will be considered. This package’s metadata can be created to cause it to be installed over other packages that provide the same virtual dependency.

If there is a real package with the same name as a virtual dependency, the real package is always preferred. This allows an attacker to create a package httpd on their repository that will be preferred over any of the packages from the core distribution that provide this virtual dependency (such as apache). When there are multiple packages that provide the same virtual dependency, APT resolves dependencies on virtual dependencies by choosing the package whose name comes first alphabetically. YUM chooses the package whose name has the shortest length. Thus, an attacker can create a file named apache or httpd that will be preferred over all other packages.

This attack can be used by attackers in different ways. If package signatures are used, then an attacker can use this as another method to install extraneous packages. In some situations this is more effective than the extraneous dependencies attack because this will cause this package installation for dependencies of packages hosted on other repositories. If package signatures are not used or the attacker has compromised the package signing key, then an attacker can use this to have a malicious package of theirs be installed more frequently. Users who want to install other software will have the malicious package installed as well. This attack can also be used to launch depends-on-everything attacks if the package that provides everything has a huge dependency list.

3.2.8 Use Revoked Keys

One common need in any system that uses public key cryptography is a mechanism for revoking keys. Package managers are no exception. There are two issues to consider: the number of keys in the system and the method of revocation.

Unfortunately the popular APT and YUM distributions that do signing use few keys to sign everything. In Debian and Ubuntu, all of the root metadata files are signed by the same key. In Fedora every package is signed by the same key. There is no way to retroactively revoke trust in a signed item, without effectively revoking trust in all items signed by that key.
The typical mechanism for revoking a key is from a notification to the user that a key should be revoked in an ad hoc, out-of-band manner [8, 21, 23]. For example, such notification might take the form of a security announcement via email from an organization like CERT [8, 21]. The user then manually removes the key from their keyring.

Recall that the package management system is designed to update packages rapidly and often automatically. This is at odds with the comparatively slow process of manual key revocation. Key revocation creates a race between the revoker (who is trying to remove trust in the compromised key) and a malicious party (who may be trying to utilize the key before it is revoked). Since key revocation is a slow manual process while updating packages is rapid, this gives malicious parties a strong advantage.

3.2.9 Escalation of Privilege

In order to verify package signatures, YUM uses a set of public keys which are considered trusted keys. To add a new public key for package verification, users add the key to their keyring. However, checking if a package’s signing key is in a user’s keyring is a true/false question — it is either there or it is not. This means that a user who wants to verify Apache project packages with the Apache project’s public key will also implicitly (and silently) trust a gcc RPM signed by their key.

YUM has a mechanism to try to mitigate these types of attacks. Users can specify that a repository should be trusted for a specific package or packages using the configuration option includepkgs. Similarly, a repository can be restricted from being used for specific packages with the exclude configuration option. However, this doesn’t prevent third party developers associated with one repository from infecting users with malicious versions of core packages if they can put their malicious packages on other repositories the user trusts. This is because the keys in the user’s keyring that are used to verify packages are not tied to a repository or a set of packages. This also requires developers to set up their own third party repositories if they want to provide a greater degree of trust to their users.

The existence of escalation of privilege attacks creates a problem for administrators and users. Should a user who knows the correct version of Apache’s public key install the key in their keyring if they aren’t planning on installing Apache soon? If they don’t add the key, then they will need to validate the key is correct if they decide to install Apache later (an administrative pain). If the key is added, then a compromise of the Apache key can impact the security of the system even if apache packages aren’t installed.

3.3 Lessons Learned

The previous section pointed out attacks and suggested solutions in a one-off manner. This section draws correlations between vulnerabilities. If there are commonalities between programming and design errors, then perhaps system developers can avoid these issues. The attacks described throughout this section (depicted in Figure 1) can be attributed to failures to follow three security rules.

The first rule of package management security is don’t trust the repository. This means scrutinizing the data returned by the repository and verifying it obeys correct data transfer protocol rules. Failure to correctly check the returned data leads to vulnerabilities with the replay of old metadata. Insufficient protocol examination leads to vulnerabilities with endless data and slow retrievals.

The trusted entity with the most information should be the one who signs is the second rule of package management security. Packages (and metadata) should be signed by the entity with the most knowledge. This implies that package metadata should be signed by developers instead of repositories (since the repository has no idea if the package metadata is correct). This rule is violated because package metadata isn’t verified using the package signer’s key which leads to attacks involving forging package metadata to change the dependencies and provides. This also argues against the distribution key automatically signing developer uploaded packages.
The final rule of package management security is don’t install untrusted packages. This means that a central point of focus should be a built-in revocation mechanism to reduce the vulnerability of users to key compromises. Another important consideration for preventing the installation of untrusted packages is preventing developers of one package from presenting malicious versions of another package (escalation of privilege). Unfortunately, neither APT nor YUM has a mechanism for key revocation built-in and the mechanisms to restrict trust can be circumvented.

3.4 Securing APT and YUM

There are several simple actions that will mitigate the effectiveness of many of the attacks:

1. **Validate repository communication.** By checking that file sizes and data rates are reasonable, APT and YUM could limit the effectiveness of endless data and slow retrieval attacks.

2. **Track signature times.** APT (and YUM if it adds metadata signing) should refuse to accept older versions of signed data. This would limit the effectiveness of the replay old metadata attack.

3. **Use HTTPS.** HTTPS makes it more difficult for an attacker to launch any of the attacks because a man in the middle will have a harder time masquerading as the repository.

4. **Guard mirrors.** Delegating control of a mirror for a distribution should be treated with utmost caution. This will help to prevent most of the attacks because it will be harder for an attacker to obtain the ability to impersonate the repository.

5. **Sign metadata and packages.** Signing both metadata and packages makes it more difficult for an attacker to launch most types of attacks.

6. **Check metadata is correct.** Once APT or YUM has decided to install a package, it should download the package and verify its signature and that the metadata matches the metadata provided by the repository. This will help to prevent the depends on everything attack and extraneous depends attacks when the attacker cannot correctly sign the package.

These measures will increase the difficulty in launching many types of attacks. However, within the architectures of APT and YUM there is no way to fix key revocation, escalation of privilege, provides everything, and unsatisfiable dependencies attacks. This means that the security architectures of APT and YUM are fundamentally inadequate to address these issues.

4 Principles of Secure Package Management

The rules of package management security describe how to avoid security errors in package management. However, they do not describe how to provide the necessary functionality to provide security. This section discusses three principles for secure package management that provide this functionality. Then, examples of how these principles should be applied in practice are given.

4.1 Design Principles

Selective trust delegation allows a user to trust another user’s signature only for specific packages. This is a means by which a user can prevent escalation of privilege attacks by delegating the minimum amount of trust necessary. A hierarchical model is used where an end user may trust a project leader or distributor, who in turn trusts individual developers. This is fundamentally different from having the distributor sign a
package simply because the developer signed it. This is because the distributor never signs the package, but instead signals trust in the individual developer’s key. This provides a natural mechanism for key revocation and also removes the necessity to revoke a key to remove trust in a package.

Having customized repository views means that each user “sees” a different repository, which is actually an amalgamation of package metadata across all of the repositories they are using. However, only package metadata that the user trusts is included. Package metadata from untrusted users cannot impact the security of the package manager. This allows repository administrators to permit users to freely add their own packages without compromising the security of other users. Repository administrators then only need to worry about traditional problems for servers, such as preventing attackers from gaining root on the repository and disk space usage of individual users, instead of having to be concerned with the validity of the contents of the packages or the package metadata.

Contrary to popular belief, there are subtle ways that package repositories are trusted by clients running modern package repository software. For example, package repositories are implicitly trusted to allow file downloads as well as providing accurate and timely metadata about the packages on the repository. Unfortunately, in many cases a man-in-the-middle has the same trust assumptions. By treating all interactions with the repository (and everyone in between) as though they are with an untrusted entity, package managers can avoid these attacks.

### 4.2 Concepts and Examples

Selective delegation means that users can choose to delegate trust to other users in very fine-grained ways. As a simple example, if Alice knows Bob maintains the `foo` package, Alice can state that they will trust `foo` packages that are signed by Bob. This means that Alice will not trust Bob’s signature of a package `bar`.

An example of how this might be used in practice is that the `foo` project itself may have a key that is used to manage the project. Alice can trust the `foo` project to know which `foo` packages are valid. The `foo` project can trust the current developers on the project to know which `foo` packages are valid. The developers can sign `foo` packages with their personal private key.

At first glance this may seem the same as having a single project key for signing, but there are several important differences. First of all, the project key is only used when project membership changes and so can be kept off-line. Second, no developer needs access to the project’s private key. As developers come and go there is no need to change the project key used to sign releases. Third, revocation of a developer’s key is as easy as the project key removing delegation to that developer. End users need not even be aware that the project’s membership has changed. Fourth, trust of individual packages can also be revoked without revoking the signing key.

Not every user needs to make their own trust delegation decisions. Distribution maintainers would likely selectively delegate trust to projects, who would further delegate trust to developers. They would request that all of their users either use their delegations or delegate trust to them for the packages that the distribution manages.

Another example of the usefulness of selective delegation is marking a package as untrusted. There are several groups that monitor software vulnerabilities [8, 21]. Once a vulnerability is uncovered, they notify users that affected packages are untrustworthy. Instead, they could ask users to trust them to know which packages to reject. Users can delegate trust to this group to know which packages are untrustworthy. As a result, the user’s computer will refuse to install packages that are marked as having security vulnerabilities even if other users mark them as trusted.

A related principle to selective delegation is custom repository views. Custom repository views means that different users who use the same repository may see different packages. For example, perhaps Alice trusts Bob to know about the `foo` packages, while Charlie does not. Alice will have Bob’s `foo` packages
in her view of the packages in the repository and Charlie will not.

Custom repository views extend to multiple repositories. A user may access packages and metadata on multiple repositories. This information is amalgamated to form a single, customized repository view with only the data that the user trusts. If some of the repositories are down or have been compromised, the user will still be able to install packages from valid sources.

In providing custom repository views, it is important to keep track of the latest version of the files that have been retrieved. The user should never accept an older version of a file it has seen.

It is important to treat data coming from the repository as untrusted. There are many subtle issues that are important to consider. For example, dependency resolution is performed using package metadata. This information needs to be validated so that maliciously-modified metadata cannot change the behavior of package dependency resolution. Also, clients retrieve data from repositories to install package updates including security updates. If a client is using multiple repositories, it should not be possible for one of the repositories to prevent the client from installing packages from others.

5 Stork

This section describes the security architecture of a package manager Stork which follows the principles for secure package management. A discussion of Stork’s vulnerability to attack is presented.

Stork [6] is a package management system designed to fix shortcomings in APT and YUM. Stork has several non-security advantages over existing package management systems: it provides secure and efficient inter-VM package sharing on the same physical machine [28]; it provides centralized package management that allows users to determine which packages should be installed on their clients without configuring each client individually [35]; it allows multiple physical machines to download the same package efficiently; and it ensures that package updates are propagated to the VMs in a timely fashion. Stork is also unique from a development standpoint [7]. More information about Stork can be found in other sources [6, 7, 28, 35].

5.1 Basic Security Architecture in Stork

Stork mitigates the effectiveness of attacks on other package managers by following the three design principles for package management security: selective trust delegation, customized repository views, and explicitly treating the repository as untrusted.

This section begins with a description of a novel mechanism to provide selective trust delegation called a trusted packages file. Then follows a description of signature wrappers (a signature with additional fields) that provide resilience against replay attacks to support customized repository views. Next, Stork’s repository communication (which gathers the trusted packages files and package metadata) is described. Finally, the use of self-certifying path names to support both customized repository views and validate repository communication is described.

5.1.1 Trusted Packages

The primary architectural security difference between Stork and existing package managers is the addition of a new type of file called a trusted packages file (or TP file). TP files are used to provide selective trust delegation and also aid in supporting customize repository views.

The user’s trusted packages file indicates which packages the user considers valid. The TP file does not cause those packages to be installed, but instead indicates trust that the packages have valid contents and are candidates for installation. For the distributor of a package, it is common for them to have multiple versions of the same package listed in their TP file so that users can install older (perhaps more stable) versions of the package.
<xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes"/>
<TRUSTEDPACKAGES>

|-- Refuse any packages the CERT user says are bad -->
<USER PATTERN="* " USERNAME="CERT" PUBLICKEY="MFwwDQYJK+sdlkjASFDGjsdGFJsdGFJAsd2g34_45...sdff30s4pADPgs834wEAQ" ACTION="DENY"/>

|-- Trust some packages that the user specifically allows -->
<FILE PATTERN="emacs-2.2-5.i386.rpm" HASH="a9f2959915ad9a8b20f934d1d40c46268b4ba732" ACTION="ALLOW"/>
<FILE PATTERN="foobar-1.0.i386.rpm" HASH="146d22323263d546a0a340113762a060005c470" ACTION="ALLOW"/>
<FILE PATTERN="simple-1.0.tar.gz" HASH="23434850b2934c39485d293403a2393510f4341" ACTION="ALLOW"/>

|-- Trust the apache user for apache packages -->
<USER PATTERN="apache " PROVIDES="apache ,httpd" USERNAME="apache" PUBLICKEY="MFwwDQYJKtdd_...4bi1w4o6JMCAwEAAQ" ACTION="ALLOW"/>

|-- Trust the 'stork' user for stork and arizona packages -->
<USER PATTERN="stork ,arizona " PROVIDES="stork ,arizona" USERNAME="stork" PUBLICKEY="MFwwDQYJKJih...3DCAwEAAQ" ACTION="ALLOW"/>

</TRUSTEDPACKAGES>

Figure 2: Example TP File. This file specifies which packages and users are trusted. Only packages allowed by a TP file may be installed. FILE actions are used to trust individual packages. USER actions allow hierarchical trust by specifying a user whose TP file is included.

A trusted packages file allows a user to delegate trust and specify individual package files that they trust. In order to trust a package, the package name and the hash of the package’s metadata are added to the trusted packages file. This is not the same as adding the hash of the package to the trusted packages file as the metadata may now be verified independently of the package. Since the package metadata contains a secure hash of the package, the package is still protected from tampering.

To delegate trust to a user, the user’s name and public key are specified along with the packages and dependencies they are allowed to provide. This information is added to the trusted packages file. Users can be trusted to know which packages that meet these specifications to install (using ALLOW), which packages not to install (using DENY), or both (using ANY).

Lines in a trusted packages file are processed in the order they are seen in the file. The first rule that a package matches classifies the package as either available for installation (allowed) or removes it from consideration (denied). Any packages that are unmatched are automatically rejected (there is an implicit <FILE PATTERN="* " ACTION="DENY"/> at the end). Thus, the order of lines in a TP file is relevant when determining which packages are allowed to be candidates for installation.

Figure 2 shows a TP file without a signature wrapper. This TP file rejects any packages that the CERT user rejects. It specifically allows emacs-2.2-5.i386.rpm, several versions of foobar, and customapp-1.0.tar.gz to be installed if their metadata matches the secure hash listed. It also trusts the Apache user for packages named apache*. Additionally, the shown TP file indicates that the TP file of the Stork user will be used to determine trust of any package whose name starts with stork or arizona.

### 5.1.2 Signature Wrappers

Stork uses signature wrappers to support customized repository views. Signature wrappers protect TP files and the repository’s root metadata from tampering, replay of old files, and a party permanently returning the same version of a file. Signature wrappers contain the timestamp, expiration time, signature, and a hash of the public key that was used to generate the signature. The timestamp prevents older versions of files from being considered over newer versions. The expiration time stops old files from being used indefinitely. The signature protects the file from tampering. The public key is included for reasons explained in Section 5.1.4.

The timestamp specifies when the file was created. By default, the timestamp is generated from the time in seconds since the epoch. Clients track the latest version of each file they have seen and will never accept an older version, thus preventing replay of old files.
Files can also be created with a negative timestamp. If a file has a negative timestamp, it means that the signing key should be treated as invalid. Any client with a file that has a negative timestamp will reject any file signed by the same key downloaded thereafter regardless of timestamp. This is an effective way for a party to indicate that a key has been compromised and that the key’s signature should not be trusted.

The signature wrapper also has an expiration time. This is checked against the time on the local system where the file is used. If the current number of seconds since the epoch is greater than the expiration time, then the file is regarded as invalid.

The order of the timestamp and expiration time comparisons may be relevant. For example, suppose there are two files: an older file that has an expiration time in the future and a newer file that has already expired. If the expiration comparison is done first, then the older file will be used because the newer file has expired. If the expiration comparison is done after the timestamp comparison, neither file is valid file because the newest version has an expiration time in the past.

Stork performs the timestamp comparison first so that the file with the newest timestamp will always be used. This helps to prevent replay of old metadata because users will never accept older files once they have seen a newer file, no matter the situation.

The expiration time mechanism requires that clients have roughly synchronized clocks. If this is a problem, a client may choose to check the signature and keep timestamp ordering but disable expiration checking. This allows users to trade convenience for security (as there is no protection against an attacker continuously returning the same version of a signed file).

The signature is used to protect the file from tampering. It covers the expiration time and timestamp as well as the embedded contents.

Stork uses signature wrappers to create the customized repository view that a client sees. This is the set of good package metadata and TP files from all repositories the user references, including good information previously downloaded from the repositories. Package metadata is checked for validity (described in Section 5.1.4) and newer versions of files are selected. The resulting valid package metadata forms the customized repository view.

5.1.3 Communicating with Repositories

Instead of a simply opening a repository connection for file download and waiting for download completion, Stork monitors the connection. If the connection is not transferring data above a user-configurable minimum rate, the repository is treated as dead and the connection is aborted. Stork also restricts the amount of data downloaded from a repository. If a repository responds with more than the expected amount of data or more than a user configurable maximum then Stork drops the connection.

Stork supports multiple data transfer protocols, including HTTPS.

5.1.4 Self-certifying path names

Along with signatures, Stork uses self-certifying path names [26] to detect tampering. These identifiers are present in the URLs or file names of TP files, packages, and package metadata. This allows an entity, such as a repository, to be able to check the validity of a file.

A package or package metadata is stored on a repository at a URL containing its secure hash. All packages and package metadata are considered to be immutable. Any user can verify that a file has not been tampered with by checking the secure hash of the retrieved data. This allows a repository to check that uploaded packages and package metadata is valid. This is also used by the client to validate that information retrieved from a repository is correct.
TP files have public keys embedded in their names instead\(^1\). Using an embedded public key, a repository can verify the file is unmodified by checking that the TP file is correctly signed and that the public key in the secure identifier corresponds to the private key that signed the file.

Since TP files may be changed by the user, there may be cases where multiple valid copies of a TP file are uploaded to a Stork repository. In this case, the Stork repository keeps the version with the latest timestamp. If any of the files specify that the key should be revoked (via a negative timestamp), then the file with the negative timestamp will be retained.

Having a Stork repository keep the newest version of a file is an optimization that prevents attackers from replaying old copies of files. However, a repository is not trusted or relied on to perform this action. Recall that even if a repository colludes with an attacker to accept old files, Stork’s use of expiration dates limits the effectiveness of replaying old TP files to a client.

5.2 Mitigating Vulnerabilities in Stork

By following the principles for secure package management, Stork has tried to mitigate the vulnerabilities present in APT and YUM. This section revisits these vulnerabilities to examine their effectiveness on Stork.

5.2.1 Slow Retrieval

Communication monitoring by the client prevents slow communications from “pausing” the package manager. If a connection is too slow, the transfer is aborted and the repository is treated as down.

5.2.2 Endless Data

Stork protects against endless data attacks. In some cases a Stork client does not know the correct size of data it is downloading. Two such cases are when an attacker controls a repository (and can arbitrarily set the size) or when retrieving the initial root metadata. There are maximum file sizes for every type of file downloaded as well as a maximum size for a repository as a whole.

In the case of an uncompromised repository, all files other than the root metadata are of a known size. Stork verifies that the files it downloads do not exceed that size.

5.2.3 Replay Old Metadata

Since the root metadata and TP files have a signature wrapper, an attacker cannot replay older metadata than the client has seen. Also, the expiration time prevents files from being used indefinitely. In fact, repository metadata will only be used for the short time frame before it expires. Similarly, user TP files have an expiration time determined by the creator that prevents them from being used indefinitely.

5.2.4 Extraneous Dependencies

This attack cannot be launched by an attacker who compromises a repository since the developer’s signature protects the package metadata. The key difference between the Stork client and existing package managers is that, with Stork, the *project or developer’s key* protects the package metadata, not the *repository’s key*.

\(^1\)On some filesystems, keys with many bits are too long to be embedded in the file names. In this case the public key is placed in the signature wrapper and a secure hash of the key is placed in the URL.
5.2.5 Depends on Everything

Similar to extraneous dependencies, this attack cannot be launched by an attacker who compromises a repository since the developer’s signature protects the package metadata.

5.2.6 Unsatisfiable Dependencies

This reason why this attack is prevented is the same as extraneous dependencies. A repository compromise does not imply the ability to forge package metadata.

5.2.7 Provides Everything

This attack cannot be launched by an attacker who compromises a repository since the developer’s signature protects the package metadata. The other consideration is whether or not a malicious developer can cause their package to be installed when not requested using this attack. In Stork a user can restrict the provides that will be allowed by package metadata signed by a specific user to prevent this attack.

5.2.8 Use Revoked Keys

Delegation using a trusted packages file provides a mechanism for trust revocation. Assuming that project keys are used only to change the list of developers trusted to sign project files, the most likely avenue for compromise is an individual developer key. These can be revoked individually by the project key without involving other users. If a project key is compromised, a trusted packages file with a negative timestamp can be created so that users will not continue to trust the compromised key.

Unlike APT and YUM, the speed of revocation in Stork is the same as the speed of trust. This means that individuals that revoke trust are not at a disadvantage because of the inherent speed of the mechanism used to do so.

5.2.9 Escalation of Privilege

Trusted packages files allow very fine-grained trust decisions to be delegated to other users. This means that if a user trusts Apache to know about the validity of apache packages but never installs an apache package, an Apache key compromise will not compromise their security. This removes the administrator’s dilemma about whether to add keys they can verify when the package may not be needed (from Section 3.2.9). The simple and secure answer for Stork users is to trust all of the project keys that a user knows are valid and to trust them only for packages provided by that project. By using selective trust delegation, only systems that install a given project’s packages are at risk if that project’s key is compromised.

6 Related Work

There are a large number of package managers for Linux including Slaktool [37], pacman [4], YaST [45], urpmi [41], and Portage [33]. These package managers have flaws similar to those in APT and YUM.

A popular BSD package manager is pkg_add [5] with freebsd-update [32] also in use. pkg_add relies on users checking that detached signatures match the provided tarball. freebsd-update has improved security and signs root metadata but does not sign packages or use HTTPS making it similar to APT from a security standpoint.

Other systems make use shared filesystems for software deployment [1, 25, 18]. While Safari [18] does support package signatures, in general these systems do not address the larger problem of key distribution, revocation, or trust delegation.
There are a variety of ways to update and install software on modern operating systems besides package managers. There are software update systems [19, 24], systems that ensure the authenticity and integrity of software (including SFS-RO [26], SUNDR [27], Deployme [30], and Self-Signed Executables [44]), software installers [22, 43], and code signing certificates [9]. These systems do not support selective delegation or protect dependency information. They are meant for cases in which every user knows the organization who is supposed to be distributing each piece of new software and there are no software dependencies — unrealistic requirements for many scenarios.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents nine feasible attacks on APT and YUM. Unfortunately many of the flaws that make these attacks viable are architectural in nature so cannot be easily fixed. This work provides a security architecture that demonstrates how to avoid these vulnerabilities. A secure package manager Stork was built upon this security architecture. Stork is analyzed and shown to be robust to the attacks that are feasible on APT and YUM. Stork has been in use for four years and has serviced over half a million clients.
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